Slovenia in Winter

It’s been said that exploring the storybook landscapes of timeless Slovenia is like discovering “Europe in miniature.”
Surrounded by Austria, Hungary, Italy and Croatia, plus a short stretch of Adriatic coastline, Slovenia is the place in
Central Europe where the snowy Alps meet the Mediterranean.
In a breathtaking setting of grand lakes and forested serrate mountains, Slovenia’s picturesque landscapes provide
an idyllic backdrop for its picture-postcard towns and villages at any time of year. But when winter's snow reclaims
the mountains, the spectacular alpine scenery—now with a crystalline frosting over forested slope and valley
meadow—becomes even more appealing. Winter's ice crowns tranquil lakes, while snow-laden trees fringe the
shoreline. Sensual waterfalls are frozen in mid-plunge while gentle snowflakes drift in the crisp air.
Our exciting winter photo tour is staged in the northwest corner
of this tiny New Jersey-size country near the borders of Italy and
Austria. In this region, "no place is far away." We have two
overnight hubs from which we will commute to the best wintry
shooting areas—Ljubljana, the nation's charming capital, and the
Lake Bled/Triglav National Park region. These two locations
allow easy commutes to snowy valleys and glorious alpine
landscapes. From here we can drive to higher elevations to
capture winter scenes if snow is not fresh or unavailable in lower
areas.
Lake Bled is one of the most popular places to visit in Slovenia—and arguably the most beautiful spot in the entire
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country. We photograph Lake Bled and its iconic church on Bled Island, which can be locked in ice in the winter.
Towering above the lake is Bled Castle, a medieval citadel perched on a striking precipice. While Lake Bled is,
perhaps, Slovenia’s most scenic natural area, Lake Bohinj—encompassed within Triglav National Park in the Julian
Alps—is the country’s largest lake, and it certainly rivals the winter beauty of Bled.
January and February are the coldest months in Slovenia's
Julian Alps and we’ve timed our tour for the best chance of
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capturing Slovenia's alpine region as a "winter wonderland."
Expect snow on the mountains and in the valleys. Lakes will
be frozen if temperatures have been low enough—or will
feature mysterious misty morning imagery if they are not. It is
a time of quiet in the mountains. While wildlife hibernates
under a white blanket covering much of the countryside, most
of Slovenia's tourist areas also seem suspended in
hibernation as vacation crowds have long dissipated. Now
sunrises come later and sunsets earlier—with colorful
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tour to capture an impressive overview of the very best of this
small country’s snowy alpine landscapes. Topping it all off, there seems to be a photogenic frosted fairy tale castle
or wonderfully isolated church perched on every available promontory. But the number one reason for you to have
a winter landscape photography adventure in tiny Slovenia is that, at every turn, it is ridiculously pretty!

NOTE: Your small folding done is welcome on this trip.

Tour Itinerary
Day 1
Depart from home.

Day 2 (January 25)
Arrive in Ljubljana, Slovenia, and transfer from the airport to our hotel at Lake Bled. Our trip begins
with an evening photo shoot to capture "blue hour" at the iconic lake, followed by dinner at one of the
nearby fine restaurants. (D)

Days 3–6
We have four days to photograph in the picturesque Julian Alps featuring extensive landscape
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photography of beautiful Lake Bled and environs. At what is, perhaps, the most beautiful scenic
location in Slovenia, our attention turns to Bled Island with its surrounding waters usually frozen at this
time of year.

Our second spectacular glacial lake is Bohinj—the largest lake in Slovenia—set amidst the snowy
Julian Alps. This is another image-inspiring Slovenian picture-postcard location. Our photography
agenda also includes frozen Pericnik waterfall in Triglav National Park, mountain views from Vogel ski
resort, and landscapes that might be exceptionally noteworthy based on weather conditions at the time
of our trip. To capture winter’s perfect conditions, a drive across the border into Italy or Austria is within
our reach. In the evenings there will be plenty of time to work on our images and share Photoshop
techniques. We are based in a small family run pension that is open exclusively for us. (BLD)

Days 7–10
Our next base is Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia. Ljubljana is a small and charming city with
wonderfully photogenic architecture and a pedestrian-only Old Town.
Although we can easily spend all our days
photographing Ljubljana, the city is also an ideal hub
for exploring the surrounding countryside. We
commute to nearby rural areas to capture winter
sunrise at one of Slovenia’s picturesque hilltop
churches. The coast of Slovenia is not far—near
enough that we could drive to Piran and capture a
sunset over the Adriatic coast. With clear winter skies
we may see Italy's Dolomites and Venice across the
sea! (BLD)

Day 11 (February 3)
Depending on flight schedules we can sneak in a short morning shoot at Ljubljana before we head to
the airport. (B)
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Jan 24 - Feb 03, 2020
Fee: $5,995 from Ljubljana, Slovenia
Deposit: $800
Limit: 12
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